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Abstract
In the context of confusible disambiguation (spelling correction that requires context), the synchronous
back-off strategy combined with traditional n-gram language models performs well. However, when
alternatives consist of a different number of tokens, this classification technique cannot be applied directly,
because the computation of the probabilities is skewed. Previous work already showed that probabilities
based on different order n-grams should not be compared directly.
In this article, we propose new probability metrics in which the size of the n is varied according to the
number of tokens of the confusible alternative. This requires access to n-grams of variable length. Results
show that the synchronous back-off method is extremely robust.
We discuss the use of suffix trees as a technique to store variable length n-gram information efficiently.
1 Introduction
When writing texts, people often use spelling checkers to tackle spelling mistakes. Most available spelling
checkers concentrate on non-word errors only. Since these errors consist of character sequences that are not
part of the language, these errors can be (relatively1) easily identified. For example, in English woord is not
part of the language, hence a non-word error. A possible correction would be word .
However, even when a text does not contain any non-word errors, there is no guarantee that the text is
error-free. There are several types of spelling errors where the words themselves are part of the language,
but are used incorrectly in their context. Note that these kinds of errors are much harder to recognize,
as information from the context in which they occur is essential to recognize and correct these errors. In
contrast, non-word errors can be recognized without context.
One class of such errors, called confusibles, consists of words that belong to the language, but are
used incorrectly with respect to their local, sentential context. For example, She owns to cars contains the
confusible to . Note that this word is a valid token and part of the language, but used incorrectly in the context.
Considering the context, a correct and very likely alternative here would be the word two . Confusibles are
grouped together in confusible sets, which are sets of words that are similar and often used incorrectly in
context. Too is the third alternative in this particular confusible set.
A typical way of solving the problem of confusibles is to use a machine learning classifier that uses
information from the context of the confusible and classifies the instance, resolving the ambiguity. In this
article, we tackle this problem using a language model approach. In particular, we combine the language
model approach with a synchronous back-off of higher-order n-grams to lower-order n-grams [12].
The research presented here is part of a larger project, which focusses on identifying and correcting
context-sensitive spelling mistakes in general, including for instance pragmatically incorrect words (which
requires a document-wide context). However, advanced techniques are needed for this problem.
This article is organized as follows. In the next section, we briefly describe different approaches to
confusible disambiguation, concentrating on how language models can be used in the context of confusible
correction. We will also explain the synchronized back-off technique in more detail. In the following section
(section 3), we will treat the problem of multiple token confusibles in more detail and we will elaborate on
our need to merge the focus position of a sequence for alternatives of different length, and propose different
1Productive processes such as compounding make this process harder, as simple word lists will not contain all words in the language.
Training . . . inflation locked in then I think we can . . .
. . . much stronger than most analysts had expected .
〈locked, in, I, think〉 ⇒then
〈much, stronger, most, analysts〉 ⇒than
Testing . . . much stronger most analysts had expected .
〈much, stronger, most, analysts〉 ⇒?
Figure 1: Instances are extracted from sentences during training. Testing classifies new instances, yielding
values for the focus word position.
methods that allow us to do this. In section 4, we will discuss a practical solution to the technical issues by
using suffix trees. Finally, we will end with a conclusion with some ideas on possible future work.
2 Approaches to confusible disambiguation
A typical approach to the problem of confusibles is to train a machine learning classifier to a specific con-
fusible set. Most of the work in this area has concentrated on confusibles due to homophony (to, too, two) or
similar spelling (desert , dessert). For instance, when word forms are homophonic, they tend to get confused
often in writing (cf. the situation with to , too, and two , affect and effect , or there, their, and they’re in En-
glish) [11, 15]. However, some research has also touched upon inflectional or derivational confusibles such
as I versus me [4]. Typically, the confusible sets are very small (two or three elements) and the machine
learner will only see training examples of the members of the confusible set. This approach is similar to that
of accent restoration [1, 2, 3, 6, 9, 14, 16, 17].
The task of the machine learner is to decide, using features describing information from the context,
which word taken from the confusible set really belongs on the position of the confusible. Using the example
above, the classifier has to decide which word belongs on the position of the X in She owns X cars, where
the possible answers for X are to , too, or two . We call X, the confusible that is under consideration, the
focus word . Figure 1 illustrates the typical approach, when only words in the context are used.
2.1 Language model-based classification
Another way of looking at the problem of confusible disambiguation is to see it as a very specialized case of
word prediction. The problem is then to decide which word at a certain position is more likely (from a list
of alternatives). Using similarities between these cases, we can use techniques from the field of language
modeling to solve the decision problem of finding the correct value in confusible sets.
Language models assign probabilities to sequences of words. Using this information, it is possible to
predict the most likely word given a context. For example, we can use a language model to give us the
probability for a sequence of n words PLM (w1, . . . , wn). Based on this, it is possible to predict the most
likely word w following a sequence of n− 1 words, namely argmaxw PLM (w1, . . . , wn−1, w). Obviously,
a similar approach can be taken with w in the middle of the sequence. By limiting the possible values for w
to those in the confusible set, we have designed a classifier based on the language model.
The advantage of the language model approach to confusible disambiguation is a generic language model
can handle all potential confusibles without any further training and tuning. With the language model it is
possible to take the words from any confusible set and compute the probabilities of those words in the
context. The element from the confusible set that has the highest probability is then selected. Since the
language model can assign probabilities to all sequences of words, it is possible to define new confusible
sets on the fly and let the language model disambiguate them without any further training. Obviously, this
is not possible for a specialized machine learning classifier approach, where a classifier is fine-tuned to the
features and classes are pre-defined for a specific confusible set2.
The disadvantage of the generic (language model) classifier approach is that the accuracy is less than
that of the specific (specialized machine learning classifier) approach, but previous works shows that the
2When using a machine-learning algorithm as a full-word predictor the full dictionary can be predicted by the machine-learner.
However, in general, such an approach is not directly suitable to make decisions between a specific set of alternatives. (See also
section 2.2.)
. . . much stronger most analysts had expected .
than then
P (much stronger than) P (much stronger then)
×P (stronger than most) ×P (stronger then most)
×P (than most analysts) ×P (then most analysts)
Figure 2: Computation of probabilities using the language model.
results are encouraging [12]. Since the specific classifiers are tuned to each specific confusible set, the
weights for each of the features may be different for each set. For instance, there may be confusibles for
which the correct word is easily identified by words in a specific position. If a determiner, like the, occurs
in the position directly before the confusible, to or too are very probably not the correct answers. The
specific approach can take this into account by assigning specific weights to part-of-speech and position
combinations, whereas the generic approach cannot do this explicitly for specific cases; the weights follow
automatically from the training corpus and are the same for all words (in all situations).
Summarizing, there is no real difference between the classifier-based or language model-based disam-
biguation of confusibles. Both approaches classify instances. However, the main difference is the number of
classes that can be classified into. The classifier-based approach limits the number of classes to the number
of elements in the confusible set, whereas the language model-based approach allows for classification into
any word in the language (that the model knows of). This makes the language model approach much more
flexible.
2.2 Synchronized back-off in n-gram language models
The language model approach to confusible disambiguation described above relies heavily on the language
model. In principle, any language model that provides probabilities given sequences can be used as com-
ponents in a classifier. In previous work [12], we have used a relatively simple n-gram based classifier. An
illustration of this approach can be found in figure 2.
The size of n defines the size of the context around the focus word. The example in figure 2 uses n = 3.
This means that we do not need to compute the probability of the entire sentence, only the probabilities that
will change depending on the value of the focus word will need to be computed. As usual, using larger n will
give us more specific probabilities. However, it also introduces data sparseness problems as the likelihood
that the large n-gram occurs in the training data is smaller.
There are several techniques that can be used to reduce the impact of data sparseness problems. Smooth-
ing of probabilities or back-off methods are typically used. Back-off techniques fall back on lower order
n-grams when no occurrence of the higher order n-grams are found. In other words, if Pn(w0 . . . wn) = 0
then the language model uses Pn−1(w0 . . . wn−1) × Pn−1(w1 . . . wn). This process may continue until
uni-grams are considered.
Applying this simple back-off strategy in the context of confusible disambiguation leads to the problem
of unbalanced probabilities. For instance, it may be the case that when comparing different members of
a confusible set, one of the alternatives has a non-zero tri-gram probability, while for the other alternative
bi-gram probabilities are used (because their tri-gram probability is zero). It turns out that using these unbal-
anced probabilities yield undesirable results. Intuitively, this can be argued, since the different probabilities
come from different probability spaces.
To resolve the problem of unbalanced probabilities, we have employed a back-off strategy called syn-
chronous back-off. This method always uses probabilities of the same order n-gram model for each alterna-
tive in the confusible set. Whereas in the naive case, a position in two similar sequences may be computed
using probabilities of different order language models, the synchronous back-off model only takes a lower
order n-gram into account when all alternatives have zero probability. This is illustrated in figure 3.
3 Multiple tokens as alternatives
The language model approach to confusible disambiguation runs into problems when the alternatives in the
confusible set (in particular when occurring on the focus position) contain a different number of tokens. For
a b c a x c
P3(a b c) = 0? and P3(a x c) = 0?
⇓ ⇓
P2(a b)× P2(b c) = 0? and P2(a x)× P2(x c) = 0?
⇓ ⇓
P1(a)× P1(b)× P1(c) P1(a)× P1(x)× P1(c)
Figure 3: The probabilities of the two alternatives are computed using synchronous back-off. Only if both
probabilities are zero are lower order probabilities taken into account.
example, consider the case of your (one token) versus you ’re (two tokens). The problem here is that for the
first alternative, there is one token as focus word, whereas the other alternative has a two token focus word.
Having different number of tokens as focus word has an impact on the computation of the probabilities
of the sequences. For instance, when n = 3, the probabilities are computed based on two tokens before and
after the focus word, combined with the focus word. In the case of your, the probabilities are based on five
tokens, but in the case of you ’re as the focus word, which contains two tokens itself, the probabilities are
based on six tokens.
Experiments that compare continuous back-off (where each alternative is allowed to back off until a
non-zero probability is found) against synchronous back-off already showed that comparing probabilities
based on different order n-grams yields unsatisfactory results. Unfortunately, disambiguating a confusible
set containing alternatives with a different number of tokens, this same situation arises. Effectively, different
order n-grams will be compared.
3.1 Merging positions
Previous work resolved the problem of multiple tokens in alternatives by retokenizing the corpus, making
sure that the order of the n-grams is the same for each alternative (essentially taking you’re as one token).
Obviously, this approach equalizes the order of the n-grams of the alternatives, but it is not a practical
solution, as for each situation with different tokens in the alternatives, retokenization is required.
The solution to the problem by merging tokens discards the information that you’re also contains both
tokens you and ’re, which might be important for disambiguation. Finally, this problem also occurs when
these multi-token “words” occur in non-focus word positions. Retokenizing the corpus implies that all
occurrences of such words are modified. This results in a different probability distribution compared to the
original, not retokenized version of the corpus.
3.2 Readjusting probabilities
From the previous section it may be clear that we would like to be able to merge tokens during testing only.
This allows us to deal with different length confusible alternatives as if they all have the same size. However,
we do not want to merge tokens by retokenizing the entire corpus as there may be many situations in which
merging is needed.
Our solution to this problem is to retain the structural information that is present in the model, but to only
adjust the counts that are required to compute the probabilities of the sequences (and hence the probabilities
of the alternatives). This comes down to dynamically readjusting the probabilities when needed without
retokenizing the corpus.
In situations where all alternatives contain one token, the probability of an alternative only depends
on the direct context of the focus word. For instance, if we have the sequence w = w0 . . . wm and
wf is the focus word, the probability of the sequence that is relevant for disambiguation is defined by
Πfi=f−n+1Pn(wi . . . wi+n−1), which combines the probabilities of n-grams containing the focus word wf .
We now extend this computation by considering the case of having a focus word consisting of two
tokens: wf0 and wf1 (where f0 + 1 = f1). During the computation of the probabilities, these two tokens
are treated as one. Πf0i=f0−n+1Pn+1(wi . . . wi+n). This computation uses the same context as the one token
alternative, but since an additional token is used, a higher order n-gram is needed. Note that this approach
is trivial to extend to alternatives with more than two tokens (which requires a proportional increase in the
order of the n-grams).
So far, the approach is exactly the same, but if results from Pn+1 are compared to those of Pn, then
different order n-grams are compared, which is problematic, as discussed above. Clearly, different means of
computing the probabilities are needed. We will discuss four extensions and compare them against the case
where both Pn and Pn+1 are used in section 5.
Typically, the probability of an n-gram is computed by Pno discount(s) = occ(s)|C|−|s|+1 , where occ returns the
number of occurrences of n-gram s and |C| is the number of tokens in the corpus. The denominator is
number of n-grams of length n = |s| in the corpus.
Since we are going to model the probability of a merged n-gram, we will use a similar formula, but
discount the total number of n-grams in the corpus. Essentially, this comes down to pretending the corpus
has been retokenized with respect to s. We will use Pcount−occ(s) = occ(s)|C|−|s|+1−(|s|−1)×occ(s) to compute the
probability. This effectively increases the probability by pretending to reduce the size of the corpus by the
number of times s occurred. This is like treating s as a single token.
Using simple heuristics, we can increase discounting further, for instance, by reducing the denomi-





and Pcount−max(occ(sub-gram))(s) = occ(s)|C|−|s|+1−maxn
i=0
occ(si)
describe this (where sub-
gram is the bag of words in the n-gram). As an extreme, we propose a heuristic that discounts the ratio of








We should note at this point that not all different implementations of P result in proper probabilities.
The count numbers are modified and different probability spaces are combined in simple heuristic ways.
However, this is not a major concern, as we are only interested in comparing the figures for different options
in a set of alternatives to make a decision (argmax).
3.3 Impact
The problem of different probabilities in case of multiple token alternatives sketched here may only seem to
be a minor problem with hardly any impact on the task. However, future work in this project concentrates on
incorporating additional information in the language models. Details about incorporating more information
will be discussed in section 6. For now, imagine how, for instance, part-of-speech information of the focus
word can be incorporated. To get the probabilities right, merging tokens is preferred. However, this would
also mean that the focus word will have multiple part-of-speech tags assigned to it. Starting from the part-
of-speech information, keeping the tokens (and their part-of-speech information) separate is preferred, but
this again introduces problems regarding the probability distributions3.
Having access to a dynamic system that can readjust probabilities when needed is preferred. Essentially,
this allows for easy switching between both views of the data. However, as shown above, variable order of
n-grams (depending on the number of tokens in the focus word position) may be required to implement this.
The next section describes a practical approach to storing and retrieving variable order n-grams based on
suffix trees.
4 Practical issues
Our solution to the computation of multiple token focus word alternatives depends on access to variable
length n-grams. Since our language model approach allows for dynamic creation of confusible sets, we
cannot decide beforehand what the maximum required n is (apart from it being smaller than the size of the
corpus). This calls for the dynamic computation of probabilities, leading to dynamic counting of n-grams
in the corpus.
To keep the process of counting n-grams efficient, we store the corpus in a suffix tree. A suffix tree is a
trie-based data structure (see page 492 of [7]) that stores all suffixes of an input string in such a way that a
suffix of the string can be found in linear time (in the length of the suffix). Note that suffix tree construction
can also be done with a linear time algorithm (in the length of the string) [5, 13], which only needs to be
3Adding additional information to tokens can be done sequentially in the suffixtree (see section 4), requiring wildcards, which










Figure 4: Suffix tree for cacao.
done once. All suffixes occupy a single path from the root of the suffix tree to a leaf. For a simple example
of a suffix tree based on the string cacao see figure 4.
Leaf nodes in suffix trees contain information on the begin position of the suffix leading to that specific
leaf. This allows for finding the start position of the suffix that ends in that leaf. By extending this search,
it is possible to find start positions of any sub-string. First, search the suffix tree using the symbols in the
sub-string. Unless the sub-string is a suffix, this will lead to an internal node. Finding the position stored in
a leaf node that can be reached from the internal node yields the start position of the sub-string.
Due to the way suffix trees are constructed, we can efficiently find the number of occurrences of sub-
strings in the entire string. Starting from the root node, we find the node that belongs to the sub-string.
From this node, we can count the number of leaves that it governs. This number is exactly the number of
occurrences of the sub-string in the entire corpus.
Obviously, we can construct a suffix tree using tokens as elements (and not characters as was illustrated
in figure 4). This allows us to efficiently identify the count of any n-gram of any order.
5 Results
To measure the impact of different means of adjusting the probabilities of the different order n-grams, we
will run some experiments. First, we build a suffix tree given a training corpus, which will be used to
generate n-gram counts. Next, we identify possible confusibles in the test corpus. We apply the language
model classifier to see whether the correct alternatives are selected.
For training purposes, we used the Reuters news corpus RCV1 [8]. The Reuters corpus contains about
810,000 categorized newswire stories as published by Reuters in 1996 and 1997. This corpus contains
around 130 million tokens.4 For testing purposes, we used the Wall Street Journal part of the Penn Treebank
corpus [10]. This well-known corpus contains articles from the Wall Street Journal in 1987 to 1989. We
extract our test-instances from this corpus in the same way as we extract our training data from the Reuters
corpus. Minor tokenization differences between the corpora are corrected for.
Both corpora are in the domain of English language news texts, so we expect them to have similar
properties. However, they are different corpora and hence have slightly different properties. This means
that there are also differences between the training and testing set. We have selected this division to create a
more realistic setting. This should allow for a more real-world use comparison than when both training and
testing instances are extracted from the same corpus. Training and testing on different corpora does mean
we expect lower results than those that could be achieved on the same corpus, however we believe this is a
more natural setting.
In this article, we will only concentrate on two confusible sets, {your, you ’re} and {their, they ’re,
there}, that contain alternatives that have different number of tokens. This will not result in an impression
on the performance of the language model approach of confusible disambiguation, but it will illustrate the
impact the different ways of normalizing the probabilities of the different orders of n-grams.
Table 1 gives an idea of the order of magnitude of the occurrences of different tokens. The numbers
indicate the number of occurrences of the tokens and token combinations. The figures for of the are provided
as comparison. of the is the most frequent bi-gram in the corpus.
Looking at the counts of the multi-token alternatives (you ’re and they ’re) in table 1, we see that they
are much lower compared to the single token alternatives. It may be clear that the uni-gram probabilities
(where we take the multi-token alternatives as single tokens) will lead to a clear preference for the single
4Memory usage of a suffix tree is larger than that of a simple n-gram model, but it is not prohibitively large. The Reuters corpus, a
4GB plain text corpus, can be stored in a 16GB suffix tree, while optimizations making more efficient use of space are possible.
Total # tokens 132,887,136
# your 5,776 # their 167,227
# you ’re 1,935 # there 94,247
# you 30,965 # they ’re 2,672
# ’re 20,678 # they 159,290
# of the 569,814 # the 4,792,464
# of 2,616,495
Table 1: Token counts from the Reuters RVC1 corpus.
Discount {your, you ’re} {their, there, they ’re}
method discount accuracy discount accuracy
No discount 0/132M 93.1 0/132M 90.4
count− occ 2K/132M 93.1 3K/132M 90.4
count−min (occ(sub-gram)) 21K/132M 93.1 21K/132M 90.4
count−max (occ(sub-gram)) 31K/132M 93.1 159K/132M 90.4
count× ( |uni-gram|
|bi-gram| ) 127M/132M 80.0 127M/132M 90.4
Table 2: Results of the five different discounting schemes. Results given in accuracy %.
token alternatives. The definition of P should take this into account and assign more probability mass to the
multi-token alternatives.
The results of the different probability computations are shown in table 2. The discount columns shows
the count that is subtracted from the total count (which is also shown). The first entry shows the situation
where the probability of larger order n-grams are treated as lower order (tri-grams used as bi-grams in this
case). The second entry normalizes the total count by subtracting the number of occurrences of the bi-gram,
effectively using the probability as if the corpus was retokenized, treating the multi-token alternative as a
single token. The next two entries reduce the total count by the number of occurrences of the elements of
the bi-gram. Finally, discounting is taken into extreme, where for probability computation, the total count
is reduced as if all bi-grams were uni-grams. Note that these discounting methods are only used when the
focus word contains multiple tokens.
The results5 clearly show that discounting does not have any effect in classification accuracy. This
means that the probabilities used to disambiguate between the different alternatives are extremely robust.
Even discounting more than half the total count only has a marginal effect (in the {your, you’re} case).
The robustness of the system also indicates that we need to find other ways to improve results. Clearly,
the token counts as used here do not easily allow modifications leading to improved results (the probabilities
are too robust). Future extensions will require additional information not present in the counts per se.
6 Conclusion
In this article we have proposed several methods to allow alternatives in confusible sets to have an unequal
number of tokens. This is essential in confusible sets such as {your, you ’re}. Previous work has solved this
in an ad hoc way by retokenizing the corpus, but the newly proposed methods allow for computation based
on dynamic recounting, removing the explicit retokenization phase.
By varying the amount of discounting, which is the basis for the new probability metrics, shows that the
synchronous back-off method is very robust. Previous research has already shown that synchronous back-off
leads to good results.
On the practical side, we presented a suffix tree implementation of language models, allowing us to
extract the counts needed for the probability computation of n-grams efficiently. Creation of the suffix tree
is linear in corpus size, whereas finding the n-gram information is linear in the search string (the n-gram).
In the future, we would like to be able to deal with annotated tokens (such as part-of-speech), allowing
for gradual back-off based on this additional information. The methods described here are essential for
5Previous results were different due to retokenization problems.
incorporating this information. Whereas concatenating tokens and retokenization is still possible, this is
more problematic for part-of-speech information.
In the future, we would also like to investigate the performance of the methods presented here on different
problems to investigate the general applicability of the method.
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